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Abstract

The ability to significantly contribute to the frequency regulation and provide valu-

able ancillary services to the transmission system operator (TSO) is one of the pre-

sent wind farm (WF) challenges, due to the limitations of wind speed forecasting and

insufficient power reserve in certain operating conditions notably. In this work, the

feasibility of WFs to participate in frequency restoration reserve (FRR) through yaw

control is assessed. To this end, a distributed yaw optimization method is developed

to evaluate the power gain achieved by yaw redirection based on wind turbine coop-

eration and compared with a greedy approach. The method relies on a static wake

model whose parameters are estimated in a systematic way from simulation data

generated with FAST.Farm. Through a case study based on a scaled version of the

Belgian Mermaid offshore WF, it is demonstrated that the requirements of the TSO

are fulfilled both in terms of response time and level of power reserve for most wind

directions. The assessment is limited to wind speeds below the rated speed of the

considered wind turbines.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

With the increasing penetration of wind energy, wind farm (WF) operators have to participate in frequency regulation and support the traditional

power plants in the electricity market.1 Frequency regulation is generally subdivided into two control procedures. The first one is the primary fre-

quency control, also known as frequency containment reserve (FCR); it requires fast reaction control loops to compensate for frequency varia-

tions. In the present case, the focus will be on frequency drops due to an excessive demand with respect to the generated power. The second

one is the secondary frequency control, known as frequency restoration reserve (FRR); it can be achieved using slow supplementary control

actions to bring back the frequency in the normal operational band. Such control procedures need a sufficient and predictable power reserve. The

most common power reserve strategies for WFs are the proportional delta control (PDC) and the constant delta control (CDC),2 also known as

curtailing (or derating) methods. The PDC consists in having a power reserve proportional to the available power in the entire wind speed range

of the turbine characteristic, while the CDC aims at imposing a constant power reserve just in a specific wind speed range. These delta control

strategies have been tested in the different wind speed operating regions of the wind turbine (WT), using the pitch and the torque controllers.

Wang et al3 have compared these methods, including their combination. The results show that either strategy on its own gives almost the same

performance in terms of unused energy during FCR, while the combined one, although more complicated to implement, is more efficient.
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Many former works assessed the possibility for WTs to actively track power set-point commands using the previously presented curtailing

methods, in order to participate in the utility grid. These works can be distinguished in two classes, one assessing these methods at a WT level,

while the other one at a WF level. In the first category, Aho et al4 combine curtailing with droop control to achieve primary and secondary fre-

quency regulations. With the single WT simulated in OpenFAST,5 and with a given power set-point to track as input, the assessed output power

shows a good performance of the derated WT in tracking the power reference and thus assisting the grid frequency regulation. Van der Hoek

et al6 show the effects of the different curtailing methods on the lifetime of the WT components. Their conclusion indicates that all the methods

reduce significantly fatigue loads over the lifetime. Looking at the second category, Deshpande and Peters7 adjust the curtailing methods to pre-

vent stall from derating the WTs and reduce the nonmonotonic response of the WT in case of a quick change of the input set-point. Such changes

achieve derated power curves inducing lower mechanical loads due to avoided stall. Van Wingerden et al8 propose a simple gain-scheduled

proportional-integral feedback control at the WF level in order to correct the power reference of each turbine, which significantly improves the

tracking behavior of the total output power of the WF.

Most of these primary and secondary frequency regulations are based on droop curves and curtailment like proportional delta and CDC.

There is however one novel possible approach to power reserve which is not studied for FRR although its potential has been pointed out in the

framework of WF power maximization. Indeed, it has been shown9,10 that wake redirection of upstreamWTs in a WF can induce a power produc-

tion increase of the downstream turbines. This can result in a global power increase of the whole WF in comparison to a standard approach in

which all turbines are facing the wind. Different control strategies to achieve wake redirection are possible,9 such as yaw control, tilt control, and

individual pitch control (IPC). The most common one is the yaw optimization control. Several works based on static wake models10 demonstrate

that the WF production increase varies from 3% to 18% thanks to the yaw steering method, depending on the wake model used and the WF lay-

out, turbulence, and free wind speed. In these studies, a steady constant wind flow over the whole WF is assumed. Most of them validate their

results either by comparison with measurements done in a wind tunnel or by comparison with a high-fidelity simulator, such as SOWFA,11 which

is computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based.

Wake redirection methods rely on a wake model in order to estimate the WF power while taking the wake effect into account. Several wake

models have been assessed regarding their accuracy, implementation, and complexity,12,13 from the most basic mathematical linear and static

Jensen model to sophisticated ones based on high-fidelity simulators like SOWFA. For yaw optimization in real-time, the wake model should be

sufficiently tractable computationally, while allowing a good approximation of the WF power in different configurations (wind speed and direction,

and yaw angles). The first proposed far wake model is the N.O. Jensen wake model14 which assumes a linearly expanding wake diameter with a

constant wake deficit in the waked area. Brusca et al13 compare this basic model to experimental data and to other simple wake models like the

Larsen and Frandsen models. Measurements show that the wind speed in the waked area decreases gradually along the radius from the blade tips

to the hub, contrary to the constant wake deficit of the Jensen model. To this end, Jensen15 suggested a second and improved cosine-bell-shaped

wake model, which was validated with experimental wake profiles data generated by Vermeulen et al.16 To overcome the periodicity of the cosine

function, Park and Law17 propose an improved and more complex wake model based on the linear Jensen model, by adding a Gaussian-shaped

factor instead of a cosine-bell one and by taking the wake deflection into account. The model was validated after fitting its parameters to the wind

speed profiles downstream a WT obtained by SOWFA simulations.18,19 However, the objective is to estimate not only the wind profile but also

the produced power. The latter was considered in reference,20 but no systematic parameter estimation method was reported.

The goal of this article is to assess the possibility to achieve FRR services thanks to wake redirection. More precisely, we evaluate whether

the additional power available via wake redirection by yaw control can be considered as an adequate reserve for FRR, given the requirements in

terms of available power and timing set by the Belgian TSO. The contributions of the present work can be summarized as follows. A systematic

approach is proposed to fit the parameters of the static wake model for power estimation including the Gaussian wake deficit, which was not con-

sidered previously.20 Next, a distributed yaw optimization algorithm is proposed and compared with existing methods in terms of computing

time.10 Finally, it is demonstrated that yaw redirection can be used for FRR because it fulfils TSO requirements both in terms of response time

and amount of power reserve in a realistic offshore WF test case (Belgian Mermaid offshore WF21). However, the yawing transient should be

properly accounted for when designing the FRR power reference.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the frequency control requirements of the Belgian TSO are presented. In Section 3, the wake

model used for yaw optimization is described and the estimation of its parameters is addressed. In Section 4, different methods for yaw optimiza-

tion are described and compared, including the suggested one. Section 5 is dedicated to a case study based on a scaled version of the Mermaid

WF. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.

2 | FCR AND FRR SPECIFICATIONS BY THE BELGIAN TSO

Each TSO has its own frequency control specifications. Since this work is part of the Belgian PhairywinD project,22 the specifications of the

Belgian TSO, named Elia, are considered. Although the focus of our work is on FRR, we present requirements for both FCR and FRR as they

are linked.
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2.1 | FCR requirements

The requirements for becoming a provider of primary frequency control are illustrated in Figure 1.23 In the normal operating band (the frequency

deviation jdfj<200 mHz), the measured grid frequency (blue line) must be within the range 50Hz � 10 mHz (orange dashed lines). Otherwise,

FCR providers must deliver their power reserve bid until jdfj is back in the acceptable range. In addition, if the FCR providing source is limited in

reserve, then it must deliver its FCR bid for at least 15 min.

2.2 | FRR requirements

In Elia's domain, the FRR is a 1-day ahead market, where each provider has to give its forecasted power bid while accounting for FRR specifica-

tions.24,25 For WF operators, the maximum power production should be forecasted 1 day ahead with 15 min resolution. The operators can also

make a FRR power bid (minimum 1 MW) that should be delivered 100% at any time within the coming day, for 15 min and after 15 min of prepa-

ration and ramp-up.

Once the power reserve for FRR is determined, the power reference delivered to Elia must be evaluated. Figure 2 gives an example for the

possibility to deliver FRR while following the reference set-points for a WF. The total available power at the present time is sketched by the green

line, while it has been forecasted 1 day ahead to be the blue dashed line (60 MW at t0). Based on the forecasting uncertainties, the WF operator a

priori determines a power reference considering its power reserve bid. For instance, if it is forecasted that there is a 99% probability that the WF

production will exceed 50 MW from t0 to t0þ15 min (orange dashed line) and the power reserve bid decided by the operator is 5 MW (green-

yellow dashed area), then the maximum power reference the producer imposes can be 45 MW (from t0 to t0þ15 min). Once the power reference

is set by the WF operator, Elia sends back the set-points to follow every 4–5 s.

F IGURE 1 Frequency containment reserve (FCR) delivery in the normal operating band.

F IGURE 2 Example of a wind farm (WF) provider participating in frequency restoration reserve (FRR) delivery.

852 OUDICH ET AL.
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2.3 | Delivery of FCR and FRR in case of a frequency deviation due to a faulty generator

When a fault in the grid happens at t¼ t0 and causes the grid frequency to deviate beyond the normal operating band (jdfj>200 mHz), FCR and

FRR should be delivered as soon as possible, respecting the maximum time delays given in Figure 3. In the worst-case scenario, the FCR has 30 s

from t0 to ramp-up to its full capacity, delivering it for 15 min. During this period, FRR has a 30 s time response delay maximum from t0, followed

by 7.5 min of preparation and another 7.5 min to ramp-up to its full capacity that should be delivered for 15 min. Focusing on the time scale

requirements, FRR can be achieved by slow supplementary units, delivering their full capacity after several minutes.

As stated in Section 1, the aim of the present work is to assess the possibility to provide FRR services through yaw control, given the pres-

ented requirements in terms of timing and available power set by Elia. To evaluate the power reserve thanks to the yaw steering method, the

power produced by each WT in the park must be reliably estimated. As wake can have a significant impact,9,10 its influence on the produced

power is addressed in the next section.

3 | WAKE EFFECT MODEL

The wake deflection method is based on a wake model. Therefore, and as stated in Section 1, we consider a Gaussian-shaped Jensen wake model,

inspired from previous works.18,20

3.1 | Gaussian wake effect model

Let us consider the jth WT within a WF, subject to the free wind speed U0 in X direction, with a yaw angle γj as depicted in the top view in

Figure 4. The downstream wind speed u at a distance x is computed as follows:

u x, r,aj ,γj
� �¼ 1þδu x, r,aj,γj

� �� �
U0 , ð1Þ

with aj the induction factor, r the radial distance from the center of the wake, and δu the wake deficit given by the following:

δuðx, r,aj,γjÞ¼
�2aj cosðμγjÞ R

Rþkx

� �2
exp � r

Rþkx

� �2� �
;x>0

0 ;x≤0:

8<: ð2Þ

F IGURE 3 Frequency restoration reserve (FCR) and frequency restoration reserve (FRR) delivery in the alert operation.
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In (2), R¼ D
2 is the radius of the WT rotor, and μ and k are constant parameters defining the effect of the yaw angle on the wake deficit

amplitude and the wake expansion, respectively. The condition (x>0) ensures the wake to be downstream the WT j. The area subject to wake

effect of turbine j is located between the dark blue dashed lines in Figure 4. The wake center c (blue-sky dashed line) is determined by the

following:

cðx,aj,γjÞ¼
ðx
0

tan ϕ s,aj ,γj
� �� �

ds� τðxÞ, ð3Þ

where ϕ and τ are the angle of the wake center line from the X direction due to the yaw angle and the wake deflection due to the rotation of the

rotor, respectively. Both are defined as follows:

ϕ x,aj,γj
� �

≈
2ajð1�ajÞcos2γj sinγj

1þ kdx
R

� �2 , ð4Þ

τðxÞ¼ adþbdx, ð5Þ

where kd , ad, and bd are constant values to be determined.

Introducing a turbine i downstream from turbine j as depicted in Figure 5, the effective wake deficit affecting WTi, δ�uij, is computed by inte-

grating the wake deficit generated by the first turbine on the rotor plane of the second one:

δ�uij xij,aj ,γj
� �¼ 1

πR2

ð2π
0

ðR
0

δu xij, r r0 ,θ0,aj,γj
� �

,aj,γj
� �

r0dr0dθ0, ð6Þ

where xij is the distance between WTj and WTi along the X axis, r0 and θ0 are the polar coordinates on the rotor plane of turbine i, and r is the

radial distance from the center wake to a point with polar coordinates ðr0,θ0Þ given by the following:

r r0,θ0,aj,γj
� �¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

yij� c xij,aj,γj
� �þ r0 cos θ0ð Þ� �2þ r0 sin θ0ð Þð Þ2

q
: ð7Þ

Once the effective wake deficits of all upstream WTs j on turbine i are calculated, the overall wake deficit taking into account the wake inter-

action is set as follows, based on the widely used method of the conservation of kinetic energy proposed by Katic et al.14:

F IGURE 4 The wake effect between the dark blue dashed lines, representing its edges, is induced by turbine j at distance x. The yaw angle of
turbine j is γj. The blue-sky dashed line represents the wake center deviation c.

854 OUDICH ET AL.
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δûi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
j≠ i

δ�u2ij xij,aj,γj
� �s

: ð8Þ

Finally, the power generated by the waked turbine i is as follows:

Pi λi,βi,γi ,U0ð Þ¼1
2
ηρπR2Cp λi,βið Þ 1�δûið ÞU0ð Þ3 cos3γi , ð9Þ

where η¼9:78 �10�1 the power loss factor representing the mechanical losses and Cpðλi,βiÞ is the power coefficient that depends on the

tip-speed ratio λi at the effective wind speed upstream WT i, 1�δûið ÞU0, and the pitch angle βi. Note that the power coefficient of the cosine in

9 is chosen to be 3, meaning that only the normal flow to the disk is considered. This is in line with the assumptions behind the FAST.Farm

software that will be used for generating the synthetic data exploited for parameter estimation. Otherwise, this coefficient can have a lower

value.26

This wake model is known to be valid for far wake, namely, from a distance beyond approximately three times the rotor diameter downstream

a turbine (xij ≥3D).
27,28 The wake model has been validated in previous works18,19 for turbines operating in the second region, namely, the maxi-

mum power point tracking (MPPT) zone. In the present case, the 5MW-NREL Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT)29 is considered, and some of

its characteristics are given in Table 1. Its MPPT region corresponds to wind speeds in the interval U0 � ½7:85;10:24� m/s, ensuring the induction

factor a to be equal to its optimal value 1
3. In this cases, the power coefficient Cp λopt,βopt

� �
is equal to its maximum, namely, 0.48 in the present

case,29 corresponding to the optimal tip speed ratio λopt ¼7:55 and optimal pitch angle βopt ¼0 ∘ . Finally, similar to studies on power optimization,

the wind turbulence and time-dependency are not considered here for sake of simplicity of the model.18–20 The impact of the latter hypothesis

will be evaluated in Section 5.2.

3.2 | Parameter estimation of the model

In the absence of actual WF data, we resort here to a WF simulator to generate data allowing to estimate the parameters of the wake model. In

this research paper, the open-source software FAST.Farm has been chosen for its inflow model accuracy and for its computational speed.

F IGURE 5 The 3D view of the different parameters in the described wake model.
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Therefore, the following section gives a brief introduction to the FAST.Farm simulator used for data generation. Based on this tool, the problem

of estimating the model parameters is addressed.

3.2.1 | FAST.Farm simulator

FAST.Farm30 is a midfidelity WF simulator developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), aiming at solving the nonlinear aero-

hydro-servo-elastic dynamics of each WT, within the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). It is able to account for several physical phenomena, such

as the effects of local inflow skew, shear, turbulence, tower flow disturbances, and structural motion. Moreover, FAST.Farm considers additional

models, such as wake deficits, advection, deflections, meandering, and merging to represent the different physical phenomena in the WF domain.

The rotor aerodynamics in FAST.Farm are computed via OpenFAST,5 which uses the blade-element momentum theory (BEM), including some

advanced corrections such as the Prandtl tip-loss, Prandtl hub-loss, Pitt and Peters skewed-wake, and the Glauert's empirical correction. The wake

dynamics (in FAST.Farm) are modeled using the thin shear-layer approximation of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations.30 The latter

approach induces the wake deficit to be valid only in the far wake. However, because the wake deficit evolution starts at the rotor plane of the

WT, a near-wake correction was added which also improves accuracy of the far wake.30 The wake model of FAST.Farm has numerous parameters

to tune, which can be specified by the user. These parameters were calibrated using SOWFA, based on a single 5MW-NREL WT, under nine sce-

narios for various atmospheric stability conditions and various values for turbulence intensities (TI), shear exponents, and yaw errors.31 Thereafter,

FAST.Farm has been validated using six other scenarios with different values for the number of turbines mean wind speeds, TI, shear exponents,

and yaw errors.32 SOWFA is a high-fidelity WF simulator also developed by NREL. It is based on the large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence model

and the actuator-line method to describe the physics within a WF. SOWFA requires up to 1 billion mesh cells, which leads to a heavy computation

complexity and thus very time-consuming simulations. Consequently, NREL developed FAST.Farm to perform simulations with a reasonable com-

promise between computing time and quality of the generated synthetic data. Some of the advantages and limitations of FAST.Farm can be found

in the work of Jonkman et al32 and are summed up in Table 2.

3.2.2 | Estimation of wake model parameters

The FAST.Farm simulator is used to simulate an arrangement of two turbines (NT ¼2) with relative positions depicted in Figure 6. For each steady

wind speed U0 � f8,9,10g m/s and for each position of the upstream WT (Turbine 1) on the X-Y axes indicated in Figure 6

TABLE 1 Some characteristics of the 5MW-NREL HAWT.29

Parameter Value

Rated power 5 MW

Number of blades 3

Rotor diameter (m) 126

Hub height (m) 90

Cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds, respectively (m/s) 3 & 11.4 & 25

Cut-in and rated rotor speed, respectively (rpm) 6.9 & 12.1

Maximum yaw rate (�/s) 0.3

TABLE 2 Some advantages and limitations of FAST.Farm according to Jonkman et al.32

FAST.Farm predicts well the following: FAST.Farm is limited when it comes to the following:

- Output data: powers, torques, generator speeds, loads, and more of individual WTs

within a WF.

- Near wake effects (e.g. vortex breakdown).

- Time series of wake meandering. - Wake-added turbulence having low ambient TI.

- Far wake deficit advection, evolution, and merging. - Wake-induced boundary layers and flow speed-up around

the WTs.

- Statistical distributions of the output data. - Curled wakes under skewed-flow conditions.

- Wake asymmetry.

Abbreviations: TI, turbulence intensities; WF, wind farm; WT, wind turbine.
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X
D ,

Y
D

� �
� f4,5,6,7,8g�f�1, �0:5,0,0:5,1g, Turbine 1 is yawed with an angle γ1 from �30� to 30� with 5� increment. The steady wind flow follows

a power law formula, given by

vx ¼U0
z
zref

� �Ψ

;vy ¼0;vz ¼0, ð10Þ

where zref is the reference height and Ψ is the power law exponent. The considered parameters in the present study are zref ¼90 m, which repre-

sents the hub-height of the WT, and Ψ¼0.2. Turbine 2 is always fixed in space and facing the wind direction (γ2 ¼0�). Consequently, there are

Nsim ¼NX �NY �NU0 �Nγ1 ¼975 simulations, with NX ¼5 and NY ¼5 the number of X and Y positions, respectively, NU0 ¼3 the number of free wind

speeds, and Nγ1 ¼13 the number of yaw angles. Each simulation was run for 20 min which is sufficient to reach steady state. This provided us

with the produced power of Turbines 1 and 2 as a function of the wind speed, of the positions, and the yaw angle of Turbine 1.

Letting ζ¼ ½k,μ,kd,ad,bd�T denote the vector of the parameters to be estimated, the following optimization problem is solved in order to esti-

mate the model parameters:

ζ ∗ ¼ arg min
ζ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

NT �Nsim

XNX�NY

ðXn ,YmÞ

XNU0

i¼1

XNγ1

k¼1

XNT

j¼1

PðXn ,YmÞ
model,j γ1,k;U0,i

� ��PðXn ,YmÞ
FF,j γ1,k;U0,i

� �� �2vuut
s:t: 0< ζð1Þ≤0:1;0 < ζð2Þ≤ 3; 0 < ζð3Þ≤1; 0≤ ζð4Þ≤ 10; 0 ≤ ζð5Þ≤0:1,

ð11Þ

where PðXn ,YmÞ
model,j γ1,k;U0,i

� �
and PðXn ,YmÞ

FF,j γ1,k;U0,i

� �
are the output powers of turbine j at the free wind speed U0,i of the model and FAST.Farm, respec-

tively, having the upstream turbine yawed by γ1,k and located at ðXn,YmÞ. The upper bounds on the parameter values are chosen to be 10 times

greater than their nominal value found in the literature, except for μ. The upper bound for the latter is set to 3 to ensure that the contribution of

the cosine in (2) is always positive in the considered range of γ1, namely, [�30�, 30�].

The optimization problem is solved numerically by resorting to the interior-point method (via MATLAB and the built-in function fmincon33).

A multistart approach is used to deal with local optima. Besides the initial value for ζ taken from the literature, 99 other values are selected at ran-

dom, and the parameter estimation problem is solved for each of these sets of values. The algorithm is observed to converge to the same solution

ζ ∗ ¼ ½0:0316,2:41,0:209,0:00,0:00�T in all cases. Table 3 gives a comparison between the obtained optimal parameters and some of the values

reported in the literature. Due to the difference in the wake models and the tuning methods, not all parameters are available in every work. How-

ever, note that the wake expansion coefficient k is close to most of the reported values, especially to the one from Pena et al,34 that assess this

wake expansion by comparing it to simulations and experimental data. Moreover, ad and bd are zero here, because FAST.Farm does not consider

the wake redirection due to the rotation of the rotor. The validation of the wake model will be discussed in Section 5.2.

4 | PRESENTATION OF YAW OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

Recall from Section 1 that the goal of this work is to view the difference between the WF maximum available power, through yaw steering

method, and the classical configuration, where all the WTs face the wind direction, as a possible power reserve that may be used for FRR. Now

F IGURE 6 Sketch showing a top view of the simulation setup with the different positions of Turbine 1 in space.
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that a wake model is available, an efficient and fast yaw optimization algorithm can be built in order to assess the potential power gain through

wake steering. Yaw optimization algorithms can be classified into two categories:

• Centralized optimization algorithms: Optimize the yaw angles of the individual WTs in order to maximize the whole wind park power, taking into

account the wake effects. This can be done by classical optimization methods such as the interior-point method or by random search algo-

rithms. The latter optimize the individual yaw angles by selecting a random set of yaw angles at each iteration and comparing the new WF

power with the highest one found in the previous iterations. These types of algorithms have the advantages to be accurate and simple to

implement. Meanwhile, they become time-consuming as the size of the WF grows, since finding the optimum becomes harder with the

increase of the number of possible yaw angles and the aerodynamic interactions within the WF.19,20,35

• Distributed optimization algorithms: Consider the WF as a directed network, where the turbines are the nodes and the aerodynamic interactions

are the edges. The goal is to split the WF into subsets and distribute the optimization algorithm among the subsets. By maximizing their power

output, the overall WF power is maximized. These algorithms perform the optimization much faster than the centralized ones, but they are less

accurate and more complex to implement.19,36

In this work, a new network distributed algorithm inspired from Annoni et al36 will be presented. It will be shown that it outperforms three

classical centralized algorithms in terms of computing time, while being similarly accurate and simple to implement. The optimized yaw angles for

power maximization are found solving the following constrained problem:

Γ ∗ ¼ arg min
Γ

1�
PNT

j¼1Pj
NTPnom

 !
s:t: �30 ∘ ≤ΓðjÞ≤30 ∘ 8j¼1,2,…,NT ,

ð12Þ

with Γ the yaw angle vector of the individual turbines (ΓðjÞ¼ γj), NT the total number of WTs, Pj the power of the individual turbine j, and Pnom the

nominal power of each WT (still 5 MW). For the sake of completeness, three centralized algorithms are briefly described hereafter, before elabo-

rating on our proposed distributed algorithm.

1. Interior‐point (IP) method (centralized optimization algorithm): As presented in Section 3.2.2, this classical optimization method aims at find-

ing a local minimum of a constrained nonlinear multivariable objective function, starting from an initial guess point. This optimization algorithm

is implemented within the fminconMATLAB function.33

2. Random search (RS) algorithm (centralized optimization algorithm): The RS algorithm, proposed by Kuo et al,35 is based on a random incre-

mental yaw angle selected in a range that tightens as the iteration number n grows. The algorithm starts by computing the output power of

the WF where all the WTs are facing the wind direction (wind direction perpendicular to the WTs rotor planes) and saves this configuration as

the best one. Next, this configuration is changed by yawing a percentage F of turbines within the WF by adding yaw angles randomly selected

in the range ½−β∘n ,β∘n�. If the new WF power is higher, then the best known configuration is updated accordingly. This process is repeated until

the total number of iterations is reached, leading to a sufficient convergence toward the optimal solution of problem (12).

The choice of βn is dependent on the iteration number n as follows:

βn ¼ 7e−κn=Niter þm ½∘�, ð13Þ

where κ and m are constant parameters and Niter is the total number of iterations. This choice of βn is made with the aim of having a wide

range of yaw angles at the beginning of the algorithm and gradually tightening it as the iteration number grows, to refine output results. Kuo

TABLE 3 Wake model parameters comparison with some literature values.

Model parameters Present work Park et al.18 Pena et al.34 Gebraad et al.20

k 0.031 0.031 0.038 0.065

μ 2.41 1.54 - -

kd 0.209 1.122 - 0.15

ad 0 - - �4.5

bd 0 - - �0.01
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et al35 propose to set Niter ¼1000, κ¼5,m¼4°, and F¼5:1% for large WFs of around 30 WTs, which fits to our study case that will be

presented later on.

3. Serial‐refine (SR) algorithm (centralized optimization algorithm): The SR algorithm, proposed by Fleming et al,37 proceeds in three main steps

for finding the yaw angles achieving power maximization. The first step consists in sorting the WTs from the most upstream to the most down-

stream one, excluding the latter from the optimization process, because it is already optimized at zero yaw angle. The second step, called

“Serial pass”, tries Nyaws yaw angles equally spaced within a large range, for each turbine and compares the WF power to the best configuration

so far. The resulting optimized yaw angles are saved in a vector Υopt. The second pass (third step), called the “Refine pass”, adds offset yaw

angles to Υopt, also equally spaced by Nyaws within a smaller range, for each turbine and compares once again the resulting WF power to the

best configuration so far. Default values suggested by Fleming et al37 for the large range are ½−30∘,30∘� and for the small range are ½−7:5∘,7:5∘�.
Besides, Nyaws ¼5 is considered in this reference, in which case the serial pass uses the yaw angles f−30∘,−15∘,0∘,15∘,30∘g for each turbine,

and the offset that is added in the refine pass belongs to the set f−7:5∘,−3:75∘,0∘,3:75∘,7:5∘g. This yaw optimization algorithm is thus based

on discrete angles depending on the variable Nyaws.

4. Recursive neighbor function (RNF) algorithm (distributed optimization algorithm): As Annoni et al36 state, a WF can be seen as a directed net-

work since the wake of a WT only affects the downstream ones. The aim is to divide the WF into subsets, then maximize their power output.

Inspired from the above reference, a new edge criterion is proposed in this research to choose the WF subsets.

First, all the turbines are sorted within the wind direction of the free wind speed U0, from most downstream to most upstream. The X‐axis is

along the wind direction from now on, as it can be seen in Figure 7. Starting from one of the most downstream turbines i, the edge criterion δij
between the turbines i and j is evaluated, as shown in Figure 7A. The criterion is a Boolean function of two parameters xij and σij. A down-

stream turbine i is considered waked by turbine j (δij ¼ True) if:

(a) The inner distance xij as sketched in Figure 7B is less than 10D and greater than 3D. xij≤10D means that the turbine j must be located

within 10D, assuming the recovery of the wake effect behind 10D. xij≥3D is the minimum distance between two turbines in all directions

considering our study case that will be presented in the next section. The impact of the assumption on the wake recovery behind 10D will

be discussed later in Section 5.3.

(b) Focusing on Figure 7B and thanks to the wake expansion parameter k found in Section 3.2.2, the wake diameter Dw at xij is given by the

following:

Dw ¼Dþ2kxij: ð14Þ

Besides, the distance between the closest blade tip of turbine i and the rotor axis of turbine j is computed as follows:

σij ¼min yi−
D
2
−yj

				 				; yiþD
2
−yj

				 				� �
: ð15Þ

Finally, if σij≤
Dw
2 , then turbine i is affected by the wake of turbine j.

Based on the previous points, the Boolean function δij can be defined as follows:

δij ¼Λðxij,σijÞ¼ True ; if 3D≤xij≤10D
� �

and σi,j≤
Dw

2

� �
,

False ;else:

8<: ð16Þ

When δij ¼ True, turbines i and j are considered to be neighbors.

With the goal of finding the subsets of turbines that are mutually interacting through wake, it is crucial to determine not only the neighbors of a

WT but also the neighbors of the neighbors. To do so, the RNF algorithm is proposed as given in Algorithm 1. As stated previously, the set of the

WTs, Ω, must be descent sorted in the wind direction. By starting from the most downstream turbine i, a subset Ωi is created containing only the

selected turbine to begin with, and it is omitted from Ω to avoid being taken again later. Then, by computing the vector Δ of elements δij for all

the j∈Ω, the elements where δij is True are filtered. If there are no upstream neighbors, then Ωi is returned. Otherwise, for each of the neighbors

found, the RNF algorithm is called again taking a neighbor j as the selected turbine and Ω as the WF set. The function calls itself recursively until

no neighbor is found and a subset Ωj is returned. This subset is added to Ωi and omitted from Ω to avoid retaking the same set of turbines

later on.

Once the subsets are built, the problem of yaw optimization for power maximization is defined for each subset by the same objective function

as (12). The overall power of the WF is thus computed by the sum of the maximized powers from the subsets.
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To validate the static wake model and assess the four algorithms in terms of accuracy and computation time, a WF case study is needed. Such

a case study inspired by the Belgian Mermaid offshore WF21 is presented in the next section.

5 | THE MERMAID WF STUDY CASE

5.1 | The mermaid WF and its wind data statistics

The layout of the Belgian 235 MW Mermaid offshore WF21 is depicted in Figure 8. It comprises 28 WTs with a rotor diameter of

DMd ¼167m and a power capacity of 8.4 MW. Due to the tight area for Belgian offshore WFs, it can be noticed that the distance between

turbines is in the range ½3D;6D�. In this research, the 5MW-NREL HAWT with a rotor diameter D¼126m is the reference since we are using

the FAST.Farm software. To account for this specific WT, the rules of similarity introduced by Garsch et al38 must be respected. Assuming

they hold true, the geometrical scaling factor ν to be used is equal to D
DMd

≈0.75. The scaling of the power is proportional to ν2, leading to a

power capacity of 4.8 MW, which is reasonably close to the 5 MW capacity of the reference WT in the actual study. This difference comes from

the violation of at least one of the rules of similarity, such as the blade profile which may not be the same for both WTs, as it is not available for

the Mermaid WTs. Nevertheless, in the absence of more information, the considered case study is obtained as a geometrical scaled layout on

F IGURE 7 A wind farm (WF) presented as a direct network in (A), where each turbine is a node and the edges are weighted δi j. Panel B
shows an example of the wake of turbine j affecting turbine i and the different parameters.
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which each turbine corresponds to the 5MW-NREL HAWT, leading to a WF capacity of 140 MW. Knowing that the minimum distance between

neighboring turbines is higher than 3D, we consider that the far wake model presented previously is suitable to represent wake effects

between WTs.

Wind data statistics at the site are needed, and the open-source Copernicus Climate Data Store ERA539 was used for this purpose. A total of

366 days of atmospheric hourly data of the year 2020 around the WF site, at 90 m height, is supplied by ERA5, and its statistics are given in

Figure 9.

These data correspond to a site located around 13.5 km away from the WF as shown in Figure 9. The wind rose shows that the wind comes

mainly from South-West, with the largest inner distance between the WTs and smallest overall wake effect. Finally, the normalized wind speed

histogram follows a Weibull law with (10.96,2.11) as scaling and shape parameters, respectively.

F IGURE 8 Belgian Mermaid offshore wind farm.21

F IGURE 9 ERA5 data location from Mermaid wind farm (WF) site (left); wind rose hourly data 2020 (middle); hourly 2020 wind speed
normalized histogram and its fitted Weibull probability density function (right).
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5.2 | Validation of the wake model

For the validation of the wake model, two cases are considered. The first one is based on steady wind flow data as used for parameter estimation

algorithm of Section 3.2.2. In the second test case, the performance of the static wake model for predicting the average output power of the WTs

for a turbulent wind flow is investigated.

From now on, the so-called “Greedy” and “Cooperative” approaches will be distinguished. In the “Greedy” approach, all the WTs maximize

their individual power and are thus yawed in the wind direction. In the “Cooperative” approach, the WTs are controlled in order to maximize the

overall WF power through yaw optimization.

Focusing on the first case, an example of the comparison between the model and FAST.Farm data is given Figure 10 with

X¼6D,Y � f�D;0;Dg, and U0 ¼ 8 m/s. With Y¼�D and looking only at the positive yaw angles of the first turbine ðγ1 > 0 ∘ Þ, the power of

the second turbine is increasing as γ1 increases. This is due to the wake that slightly affects the second turbine at γ1 ¼0 ∘ and is directed away

thanks to the yawing of the first turbine. Besides, it can be seen that there exists an optimal yaw angle where the sum of the powers of both WTs

is higher than the classical configuration with γ1 ¼ γ2 ¼0 ∘ . Looking at the negative yaw angles ðγ1 < 0 ∘ Þ in the same case Y¼�D, the second tur-

bine is more affected by the wake as γ1 decreases, since the wake is directed more toward it, such that the total power decreases. A similar obser-

vation holds in the third case with Y¼D by symmetry with respect to the X axis. In the second case Y¼0, yawing positively or negatively the

upstreamWT leads to directing the wake away from the downstream turbine, resulting in a global power increase.

Looking at the power outputs of the WTs, a good match is seen between the model and FAST.Farm focusing on the cases ðY¼0Þ,ðY¼
�D,γ1 > 0Þ and ðY¼D,γ1 < 0Þ in Figure 10. Indeed, the separate WT powers given by the model are close to the ones from FAST.Farm, and the

total power trend is the same. For the cases where ðY¼�D,γ1 < 0Þ and ðY¼D,γ1 > 0Þ, the trend and the total WF power are acceptable as they

are close to FAST.Farm, and the WF power decreases with the change of γ1. However, there is a disagreement in the power trend of Turbine

F IGURE 10 Comparison between the model (line) and FAST.Farm (cross) in terms of power outputs. The red color represents the upstream
WT1, the blue color represents the waked WT2, and the green color represents the wind farm (WF) power.

F IGURE 11 Variation of the wake deficit δu in the rotor plane of WT2, when γ1 increases, for the case ðX¼6D,Y¼1D,γ1 > 0Þ. The black star
marker indicates the value and the coordinates ðY,ZÞ of the wake center and its value �jδujMax, from top to bottom, respectively.
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2. Indeed, it is noticeable that the power of Turbine 2 from the model decreases until jγ̂1j �12 ∘ , then it starts to increase again. This disagreement

comes from the cosine in the expression of the wake deficit δu (2), inducing a decrease in the wake deficit amplitude when the yaw angle

increases, as can be seen in Figure 11. The plots present how the wake deficit δu changes spatially in Turbine 2 rotor plane, when γ1 increases, for

the case ðX¼6D,Y¼D,γ1 > 0Þ. The black star marker indicates the coordinates ðY ,ZÞ of the wake center and the value of the wake deficit at that

location �jδujMax, from top to bottom, respectively. It is clear that the wake center deviates toward the downstream turbine, and the maximum

amplitude of jδuj decreases, as γ1 increases. Therefore, even though Turbine 2 is more waked with the increase of γ1, there is a specific γ̂1 where

the wake deficit amplitude drops drastically due to the cosine in (2), inducing a lower impact of the wake and thus an increase of the output

power.

To conclude with, even if there is this slight disagreement, the model represents well the output powers of the WTs in steady wind condi-

tions, with a mean error of 0.4% with respect to the WT nominal power (5 MW) and a standard deviation of 2% at the WT level. Besides, the

global power output trend is respected. Finally, the optimal yaw angle for power maximization is found to be the same from both the model and

FAST.Farm.

In the second case, aimed at testing the validity of our tuned static model in a turbulent wind case, the following WT configuration is

considered. Five WTs within the Mermaid WF are selected, which are within the yellow rectangle sketched in Figure 8. Only five WTs are taken

for simplicity and reduction of the computation time in FAST.Farm. Besides, the most waked case (i.e., with wind in the X direction) is chosen for

the assessment, having a mean wind speed of 8 m/s, and a TI of 6%, representing offshore wind conditions at the North Sea.40 In Figure 12, both

the inflow wind of the greedy (left) and the cooperative (right) approaches simulated with FAST.Farm are depicted. It can be clearly noticed that

the wake is redirected in the cooperative approach, leading to higher wind speeds upstream the downstream WTs.

The results of the simulations in terms of produced power are given in Figure 13. The red and green bars represent the averaged output pow-

ers from FAST.Farm for the greedy and the cooperative approaches, respectively. More precisely, the average is computed over a horizon of

10 min for data recorded after letting the simulation run for 20 min, which ensures steady state is reached. The blue and purple bars give the out-

put powers from the static model considered in our study for the yaw optimization method. The trends in the power output between the different

turbines and depending on the greedy or cooperative approach are maintained for the simplified wake model. Looking at the WF power, which is

the most important variable to predict for yaw optimization, it can be observed that the simplified wake model underestimates the WF power by

5.6% in the greedy approach and by 1.5% for the cooperative approach. This underestimation puts us on the safe side for power reserve estima-

tion with the simplified wake model. Notice that most errors are within the waked WTs. This results from the dynamics of the inflow wind

(e.g., turbulence and meandering) and the errors from the simplified static model.

5.3 | Comparison of the yaw optimization algorithms

In order to compare the four algorithms at hand, the power gain is computed through the difference between the Greedy and the Cooperative

approaches in all the wind directions θw , with U0 ¼10 m/s. Note that the latter represents the annual mean wind speed of the dataset Figure 9.

The resulting power gain rose is presented in the left subplot of Figure 14, starting at 0� from South-East (X-wise in Figure 8) with an increment

of 1�, and anticlockwise until 360�. The right subplot of Figure 14 gives the computation time of each algorithm depending on the wind direction,

in a natural logarithmic scale. Around 0�, the distance between the WTs is minimal (�3D) leading to a maximum wake effect, while around 270�

F IGURE 12 Top view of the greedy (left) and cooperative (right) approaches in a wind farm (WF) of five wind turbines (WTs), simulated in
FAST.Farm, under a wind flow of 8 m/s mean wind speed, and 6% TI, at 30 min simulation time.
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F IGURE 13 Power outputs for the greedy and cooperative approaches, from FAST.Farm averaged in 10 min and from the static wake model.

F IGURE 14 Power gain rose computed for the Mermaid wind farm (WF) by the three algorithms (left) and their computation time (right).
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(Y-wise in Figure 8), the inner distance is maximal (�6D) leading to the least wake effect (most frequent wind direction yearly, Figure 9). These

last two cases will be called “most waked case” and “most dominant case”, respectively.
Focusing on the left subplot of Figure 14, it is clear that the four algorithms give almost the same power gain, for all the wind directions. Note

that the highest power gain is obtained within the most waked case, where the wake interaction is mostly present. Regarding the computation

time, it has been evaluated on a laptop having the specifications presented in Table 4. Significant differences can be observed. The slowest algo-

rithm in most of the wind directions is the IP; its computation time varies between 5 and 30 min. The computation time of the RS algorithm varies

slightly around 5 min, and this is in accordance with the fixed number of iterations. The SR algorithm outperforms the two other centralized ones

with a computation time around 1 min. The RNF algorithm invariably computes the power gain in less than 1 min, which outperforms the three

centralized algorithms. The mean computation time in all the wind directions is summarized in Table 5.

The power gain percentage error (PG_Err) of RS, SR, and RNF algorithms relative to the IP method can now be determined. IP is taken as a

reference since it is centralized and gives the highest WF power for almost all wind directions. Figure 15 depicts PG_Err and shows that it can go

TABLE 4 Some characteristics of the laptop.

Hardware Specifications

Processor 6-core 2.59 GHz

RAM 64 Go

TABLE 5 Mean computation time in all the wind directions of the optimization algorithms.

Algorithm IP RS SR RNF

Mean computation time (s) 514.34 362.88 85.96 11.56

Abbreviations: IP, interior-point; RNF, recursive neighbor function; RS, random search; SR, serial-refine.

F IGURE 15 Percentage error relative to the IP centralized optimization algorithm, for the Mermaid wind farm (WF).
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from 0% up to 13.7%, 18.3%, and 20.4% for RS, SR and RNF algorithms respectively. The average PG_Err in all the wind directions is 0.68%,

3.48%, and 2.2% respectively, leading to note that SR is, on average, the least accurate among these three algorithms, due to the discrete yaw

angles set through the variable Nyaws. If the latter is increased for more accuracy, the algorithm will be more time-consuming. Focusing on the

RNF algorithm, a significant variation in the computation time and the errors can be observed with the wind direction. This can be explained by

the variable number of WTs within each subset. Indeed, in some directions, the subsets are large, leading to a higher computation time. Moreover,

due to the wake recovery assumption of 10D (see point 4a in the computation of δij), errors in the power gain are larger in some directions than

others. Finally, even though the RS centralized algorithm is more accurate than the distributed one, the errors of the RNF algorithm are still

acceptable (less than 0.1 MW) as presented in Table 6. Consequently, the trade-off between the accuracy of the power gain and computation

time leads to choose the distributed optimization algorithm.

While Annoni et al36 work accounts for wake interaction between subsets having at least one turbine in common, the RNF algorithm con-

siders disjoint subsets. Besides, the edge criterion proposed in their work is based on the overlap area between the wake effect generated by an

upstream turbine and the rotor disk of the waked turbine, which is different from the RNF edge criterion. Even though Annoni et al. study case is

different from ours, the order of magnitude of PG_Err is similar. Indeed, Annoni et al36 simulated two wind directions in their study case resulting

in a PG_Err of 0.56% and 33%, which are in the same range as the RNF algorithm Figure 15. Consequently, despite not considering subsets inter-

actions, the RNF algorithm performs well in terms of accuracy and computation time, and will be our main tool to assess participation in FRR, both

in terms of power bid and time response requirements defined by Elia.

.

5.4 | Power gain assessment for yaw optimization-based FRR

As indicated in Section (3), we restrict our study to WT operation in zone 2, which corresponds to U0 � ½7:85;10:24� m/s. In order to compute the

power gain resulting from yaw optimization in this wind speed range, notice that the overall wake deficit on WTi, δbui in (8), does not depend of

TABLE 6 Absolute mean error and RMSE of the RS and RNF algorithms, over all wind directions.

Algorithm jMean error valuej (MW) RMSE value (MW)

RS 0.016 0.058

SR 0.074 0.070

RNF 0.048 0.059

Abbreviations: RNF, recursive neighbor function; RS, random search; SR, serial-refine.

F IGURE 16 The left subplot shows the dependence of K on the wind direction. The right subplot gives the resulting power gain rose for the
considered wind speed range.
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the free wind speed. Therefore, for a specific wind direction θw and free wind speed U0, the maximum power gain through yaw optimization of

the WF ΔPWFðθw ,U0Þ is computed by the following:

ΔPWF θw ,U0ð Þ¼ P ∗
WF θw ,U0ð Þ�P0WF θw ,U0ð Þ

¼ 1
2
ηρπR2CpMax

XN
i¼1

1�δbui ∗ ðθwÞ� �3
cos3 γ ∗

j ðθwÞ
� �

�
XN
i¼1

1�δbui0ðθwÞ� �3" #
U3
0

¼ KðθwÞU3
0,

ð17Þ

where the superscripts (*) and (0) stand for values obtained from the cooperative and the greedy approaches, respectively, and with KðθwÞ
depending only on θw :

KðθwÞ¼1
2
ηρπR2CpMax

XN
i¼1

1�δbui ∗ ðθwÞ� �3
cos3 γ ∗

j ðθwÞ
� �

� 1�δbui0ðθwÞ� �3
 �
: ð18Þ

The factor KðθwÞ can be found by dividing the power gain through yaw optimization obtained previously, in the case of U0 ¼10 m/s, by U3
0.

The value of KðθwÞ and the power gain through yaw optimization, within the considered wind speed range, are presented in Figure 16. Looking at

the most waked case, the maximum power gain is higher than 2 MW for all the wind speeds. Focusing on the dominant case, most of the wind

directions enable a power reserve higher than 1 MW for all the considered wind speed range, but it can be noticed that there are some specific

wind directions where for U0 lower than 8.5 m/s, the maximum power gain is not high enough to participate in the utility grid. Finally, around the

most frequent wind speed, namely, 10 m/s, the power reserve is high enough to participate in the utility grid for almost all the wind directions.

Given our observations regarding the impact of turbulence on the output power, we can expect similar or even slightly larger power gains for

a turbulence intensity of 6%. Furthermore, applying the rules of similarity presented in Section 5.1, we can refer to a WF having WTs with the

same rotor diameter as the Mermaid ones DMd ¼167 m. The latter rules will induce the power gain Figure 16 to increase by a power scaling factor

of ι¼ 1
ν

� �2 ≈1.76. However, the WF capacity induced by this factor is 245.9 MW, which is 4.5% higher than the actual Mermaid WF. The power

scaling factor resulting from the WF capacities is ι¼ 235:2
140 ≈1.68. Consequently, the power gain of the Mermaid WF will be at least 1.68 higher

than the one found in Figure 16, enabling more power reserve margin to participate in FRR.

5.5 | Time scale assessment for yaw optimization-based FRR

Knowing that the participation of WFs in FRR through yaw optimization methods seems feasible in terms of power reserve, the question of time

response is addressed in this section. The time required for reaching a steady power output once the optimization algorithm is triggered can be

estimated by adding up the following contributions:

1. RNF algorithm computing time

2. Yaw actuation response time

3. Wake effect stabilization

These three points are successively considered. First, as shown in Figure 14, the RNF algorithm can be executed in less than 60 s (lnðTÞ≤4,T
in seconds). Moreover, actual yaw actuators of the three bladed HAWT have a maximum yaw rate around 0.5�/s.41 The 5MW-NREL WT has a

maximum yaw rate of 0.3�/s. Knowing that yaw angle changes up to around 30� for WF power maximization through yaw optimization,18–20 the

yaw actuator response time can be up to 100 s, assuming an initial position corresponding to the greedy approach. Finally, to determine the lon-

gest wake traveling time, the maximum distance between the most upstream and most downstream waked WTs within a subset must be found.

To do so, the RNF algorithm is used to find the highest wake traveling distance considering all wind directions and all subsets. This worst case is

illustrated in Figure 17 where WTs 15 and 12 in subset number 6 are 3.22 km apart.

To estimate the wake traveling time within the latter subset, the four turbines are simulated in FAST.Farm, making them completely aligned

to get the full wake case and thus the highest wake deficits. The downstream turbines 14, 13, and 12 are distant from the most upstream one,

15, by 8.12D, 16.94D, and 25.54D, respectively. These turbines will be noted as WT1, WT2, WT3, and WT4 sorted from the most upstream one.

Two simulations are performed: The first one considers only an incoming steady wind of 8 m/s, which is a low wind speed in the second operation

region of the 5MW-NREL WT. In the second simulation, a TI of 6% is added to the incoming wind with mean wind speed equal to 8 m/s. The

effective wind speeds are depicted in Figure 18 for the WTs, in steady (top left) and turbulent (top right) cases. The effective wind speed is

defined as the averaged wind velocity within the rotor disk of a WT. In the top right plot of Figure 18, the turbulent data are smoothed thanks to

the moving mean method, with a window of 10 min.
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Focusing first on the steady wind condition, the simulation starts (t¼0 s) with the 8 m/s wind speed within the whole WF, with no wake

propagation. As the simulation goes on (t> 0s), the generated wakes of the WTs propagate. Looking at the most downstream WT (WT4), it is

affected by the wakes from WT3, WT2, then WT1 consecutively. The latter phenomenon can be noticed in the upper left plot of Figure 18, from

the successive drops of the effective wind speed of WT4 at 156 s, 336 s, and 512 s. Consequently, the traveling time of the wake generated by

WT1 to arrive to WT4 is 512 s, representing a mean wake traveling velocity of 6.26 m/s. This velocity is close to the average effective wind speed

F IGURE 17 The wind direction 72 ∘ where subset 6 involves the highest wake traveling distance (between wind turbines [WTs] 15 and 12).

F IGURE 18 Effective wind speeds variations in time at the rotor disks of the wind turbines (WTs). Top left: steady wind case; top right:
smoothed turbulent case using a moving mean method having a window of 10 min; bottom: the means and standard deviations of the raw data in
both cases.
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upstream WT4 in the turbulent case, which is equal to 6.48 m/s. This value is obtained by computing the average over the last 10 min of the raw

turbulent data and is depicted in the lower plot of Figure 18. The latter plot provides the means and standard deviations of the raw effective wind

speed data upstream each WT. Notice that the mean effective wind speed is almost the same for all the downstream turbines, around 6.4 m/s in

the turbulent wind case. This can be explained by the fading of the wake deficit at the very far wake. Indeed, the effective wake deficit δûi at a

downstream turbine i, introduced previously in Equation (8), depends on the wake deficits δ�uijðxijÞ generated by the upstream turbines j. For WT2,

the effective wake deficit is δû2 ¼ δ�u12ð8:12DÞ, leading to a mean effective wind speed of around 6 m/s. For WT3, the effective wake deficit is

δû3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
δ�u213ð16:94DÞþ�u223ð8:82DÞ

q
. Because δ�uijðxijÞ is roughly proportional to 1

x2
ij
in the far wake, δ�u213ð16:94DÞ becomes negligible compared with

�u223ð8:82DÞ. The latter leads to a wake deficit δû3 close to δû2, since the inner distance between WT1 and WT2 is close to the one between WT2

and WT3. Consequently, δû3 is around 6 m/s as well. The same reasoning goes for the mean effective wind speed for WT4, dominated by the

wake deficit of WT3. To sum up, it is estimated that for the mean incoming wind speed of 8 m/s, which is a low wind in the second region of

operation of the 5MW-NREL WT, and having a TI of 6%, the mean traveling speed of the wake effect generated by these WTs within this specific

assessed case is around 6 m/s. Therefore, the traveling time of the wake effect from WT1 to WT4, which are 25.54D apart and fully waked, is

around 537 s. Nevertheless, it can be observed in the turbulent case that the steady state is not reached until around 700 s. At that time and in

steady wind conditions, the effective wind speed upstream WT4 is 2% lower than the one reached at the steady state as seen in the upper left

plot of Figure 18. Consequently, knowing that this assessed case represents the worst-case scenario of having the 4 turbines aligned, which is not

exactly the case for subset 6, the waked steady state is estimated to be reached after 700 s.

Coming back to the actual Mermaid WF, the WTs will be more spaced by 1
ν, bringing out two complementary statements. On the one hand,

the wake traveling distance is higher, which increases the traveling time of the wake. On the other hand, the influence of turbulence will be more

present for the recovery of the wake, which may induce a higher wake traveling speed.

For the scaled WF case study, the sum of all these delays representing the worst-case scenarios for the computation time, yaw actuation, and

wake traveling is around 14.3 min. Hence, it is within the 15.5 min FRR preparation time response imposed by Elia. Therefore, it can be concluded

that for this specific case study, participation of WFs through yaw optimization in the utility grid is feasible in terms of time response for the sec-

ondary regulation, FRR.

5.6 | Transient effect in the WF power following yaw optimization

In the previous sections, it has been shown that the yaw optimization-based method could be used as support for FRR, as it fulfils the time delay

and the power reserve requirements from Elia. However, the dynamics of the WF during the transient from the greedy approach to the coopera-

tive one have been neglected. The latter are assessed in the present section.

To evaluate the impact of the system dynamics, the same subset of five WTs introduced in Section 5.2 is considered. The wind blows from

the South-East direction, for which the wake effect is the most important as the WTs are closer to each other. In this scenario, the shift from the

greedy approach to the cooperative one requires that two WTs undergo a change of yaw of 30�, corresponding to the largest considered yaw

misalignment.

Simulations are performed in two situations using FAST.Farm. In the first situation, a steady free wind speed of 8 m/s is considered. All WTs

operate in the greedy configuration up to time t¼1440 s. At that time, a FRR activation signal is sent to the WF operator. Considering the largest

computation time of the RNF algorithm, namely, 60 s, the WTs start yawing to their respective optimal yaw angle at t¼1500 s, in order to maxi-

mize the WF power. The resulting power transient for the total power produced by the five WTs as provided by FAST.Farm is plotted in the upper

part of Figure 19 (black line). In the second situation, the same scenario is considered, except that the wind is characterized by a mean free wind

speed of 8 m/s to which a 6% TI is superimposed. To exhibit the impact of wind turbulence, 20 different wind realizations are performed. The

corresponding produced power computed using FAST.Farm is plotted in the bottom part of Figure 19; the black line corresponds to the mean of

the 20 power trajectories and the red region to the 95% confidence region. Notice that the power data provided for the turbulent wind is aver-

aged over 10 min to correspond to synthetic SCADA data.

Focusing on the steady wind situation in Figure 19, a power dip is observed. This occurs when the WTs start yawing to their respective opti-

mal yaw angle and before the cooperative steady state is reached. This transient effect can be explained as follows. When the turbines start

yawing, their output power decreases because of the yaw error, while the deviated wake has not propagated enough to induce a power gain from

the downstream turbines. A similar observation holds with the turbulent wind, although the turbulence induces a higher produced power and

reduces the dip depth on average (see lower plot in Figure 19).

To evaluate whether this dip hampers participation to FRR is not a trivial task, as it depends on the reference power trajectory notably. Here

this reference trajectory (gray line in Figure 19) has been determined as follows. From the average free wind speed of 8 m/s, the global produced

power of the five WTs has been determined in the greedy and the cooperative cases, by resorting to the wake model of Section 3. To link these

two operating points, a ramp-up phase has been introduced in accordance with Elia specifications. Next, the lower confidence bound on this fore-

casted power has been accounted for (see orange line sketched in Figure 2). This has been translated somewhat arbitrarily by considering a power
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reference equal to 85% of the power determined from the wake model. Under these circumstances, it is seen that the average produced power

computed by FAST.Farm lies above the power reference in the considered case study. This is explained by the combination of three phenomena:

the turbulence effect, the fact that the considered wake model underestimates the maximum available WF power, and the introduction of a mar-

gin associated to the confidence bound. Notice however that, in some cases, the required power is not reached during a certain time period, as

exhibited by the confidence region. The actual produced power could track the reference power if a proper power controller was implemented,

by manipulating the pitch and the generator torque, when the available power is larger than the reference. If the latter condition is not fulfilled,

the WF operator should pay for penalties as long as the output power is lower than the reference. Nevertheless, the WF operator can always

adjust the power reference to account for the power dip and the accuracy of the wake model used for power prediction. Hence, the WF operator

may still be able to participate in FRR despite the power loss during the transient between the greedy and the cooperative approaches.

A similar result can be obtained when looking at the set of four WTs considered for time scale assessment in Section 5.5, with the wind direc-

tion indicated in Figure 17. However, in that case, the power gain between the greedy and the cooperative operating mode is marginal. This is

probably due to the long distance between the successive WTs.

5.7 | Fatigue load analysis

As previously discussed, wake redirection method through yaw control might be used to support FRR. Nevertheless, the load impact of such

method on the WT components must be assessed because increased fatigue loads could induce higher maintenance costs and a shorter WT life-

time. The issue is addressed in this section. To do so, a short-term damage equivalent load (DEL) of 10 min was computed using Mlife software

developed by NREL,42 based on the rainflow counting method applied to the FAST.Farm simulation results. The considered loads are as follows:

• Yaw bearing roll (YawBrMxp) and pitch (YawBrMyp) moments.

• Blade root edgewise (RootMxb1) and flapwise (RootMyb1) moments.

• Tower base roll (TwrBsMxt) and pitch (TwrBsMyt) moments.

The study case chosen here is the same as the one considered for the validation of the wake model in Section 5.2, having the five WTs from

the scaled Mermaid WF, with an inflow wind of 8 m/s as mean wind speed and a TI of 6%. The short-term DEL are depicted in Figure 20, compar-

ing the greedy and the cooperative approaches. Notice that there is a load increase in most of the WT components when optimizing the yaw

angles for power maximization, especially for the yaw roll moment and the bearing tower base roll moment of the yawed WTs. Indeed, the short-

F IGURE 19 Simulations of the transient from the greedy approach to the cooperative one, in steady and turbulent wind scenarios.
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term DEL associated to these moments are multiplied by a factor up to 2.7 and 2.3, respectively. This may be due to the wind misalignment, lead-

ing to a higher effective surface on the WT with the contribution of the yawed nacelle and thus higher load moments. From this analysis, we con-

clude that the yaw optimization for power maximization can be seen as a new power reserve for FRR, but it leads to shortening the lifetime of the

WT, by increasing the loads on the WT components that are affected by the yawed operation. However, from frequency data recorded for the

Belgian power grid, it appears that the frequency seldom drops below 49.8 Hz. The phenomenon is observed twice over 6 months in the available

data set.43 Therefore, this yaw optimization-based method for FRR should not often be used yearly, so the damages on the WT components may

be kept minimal.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

With the goal to participate in the utility grid, WF operators must respect the TSOs requirements in terms of time delay and power bid. This work

shows feasibility to achieve the secondary frequency regulation (FRR) by exploiting yaw actuation for decreasing wake effect. To do so, a reliable

wake model is built and tuned thanks to the FAST.Farm software. The latter model is used to propose a new distributed yaw optimization algo-

rithm that is faster than the classical centralized yaw optimization methods, while being slightly less accurate. Focusing on a scaled version of the

Belgian Mermaid offshore WF as case study, it is shown that the wake steering method is able to respect Elia specifications. Indeed, in terms of

time delay, even though the yaw control is very slow in comparison with the pitch and torque control, it is fast enough to achieve the time

requirements imposed by Elia for FRR (less than 15 min). In terms of power reserve, the power gain via yaw optimization is higher than the

F IGURE 20 Short-term damage equivalent load (DEL) of 10 min of the five considered wind turbines (WTs)
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minimum power bid imposed by Elia (1MW) for all the wind directions at wind speeds close to the most yearly frequent free wind speed. A prelim-

inary study of the effect of the yawing transient indicates that a suitable setting of the FRR power reference is needed in order to account for the

induced power dip. Furthermore, higher power gain can be expected for the actual Mermaid WF given the scaling factor. However, the issue of

time delay for the actual Mermaid WF should be further studied. These results are promising for WFs operators to enable them to compete with

the traditional power plant operators, using not only the pitch and torque controls but also the support of the yaw control. Nevertheless, it should

be highlighted that this yaw control strategy increases the impact of fatigue loads on the individual turbines, which may shorten their lifespan.

Fortunately, this strategy should not often be used, according to data recorded on the Belgian grid, which will keep the damage to the WT compo-

nents minimal.
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